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Omnipresence of Science in Chinese discourse of Modernity 

“The world of the twentieth century is a scientific world. We need a scientific 

China for the scientific world. A superstitious nation will find it difficult to 

survive in a scientific world.” 

Tao Xingzhi 陶行知 (1891-1946) 



Eurocentric notion of science?

Superstition as a counterforce to modernization is a result of the Eurocentric  
formation of academic disciplines starting in the late Qing era.  

Europan idea of science is deeply permeated by the binaries of rationality/
irrationality, modern/traditional, objective/subjective, or science/technology.  

———binaries shared by Soviet modernity! 



Dissolution of binaries?

Dissolution of binaries pursued by Joseph Needham, Benjamin Elman and Nathan Sivin:  

Example: Technological achievements in Chinese past prove that science is no longer 
exclusively of European origin, or: efforts to prove premodern science.  

Problem here: S&T become obscure categories that are simply seen as means to 
achieve (economic) progress.  

Proposal: understanding the function and significance of S&T via their epistemology 



Bruno Latour: We have never been Modern (1991)

- modernity and science both have an ontology problem 

- Knowledge is constructed independent of matters, thus continuing Plato’s 
distinction between fact and value that has emerged as the most striking 
element of modernity by construing dichotomies such as that of rationality/
irrationality, modern/traditional, objective/subjective, or science/technology 

Hypothesis: Maoist China solved this problem by a social turn in the 
epistemology of science 



Maoist epistemology of science 

Core texts: On Practice (1937) and Where do correct ideas come from? (1963) 
where Mao Zedong develops a dialectical materialist theory of knowledge:  

“Marxists hold that man’s social practice alone is the criterion of the truth of his 

knowledge of the external world. What actually happens is that man’s 

knowledge is verified only when he achieves the anticipated results in the 

process of social practice (material production, class struggle or scientific 

experiment).” (On Practice, 1937)



Producing Knowledge on the Countryside 

- Selection of Farming Tools’ Blue Prints (农具图选), 1958 

- Serial on Experiences in Revolutionizing Agricultural Technology (大搞农业技术革命的经验丛书), 1958  

- Construction and Use of improved Farming Tools (改良农具的制造与使用), 1955 

- Introduction to the Improvement of Farming Tools (改良农具介绍), 1956  

- Selection of new farming tools in Shanghai City (上海市新式农具选辑), 1960 

Here: Peasant as the primary producer of scientific knowledge during the Great Leap Forward, in 1960 the 

expert returns to the scene. 



Indigenous knowledge as alternative form of science?

The emphasis on social epistemology meant also to turn against Soviet 
modernity.  

Example: rejection of Lysenkoism at the Genetics Symposium in Qingdao 
organized by Yu Guangyuan 于光远 in August 1956 

Aim: to restore the autonomy of science by emphasizing that natural science 
is a universal language:  

- the authority of defining science rests not with the (Soviet) experts,  

- practice is the criterion of truth  



Chinese Veterinary Medicine 中国兽医学

中国医药学是一个伟大的宝库，应当努力发掘，加以提高。(1958) 

Handbooks and manuals on CVM 
operate without referral to science，
or 科学, except by calling it a 
science derived from experience (经
验科学).  

The accumulated wisdom of the 
peasants should contribute to 
socialist construction.  



Publications of TCVM

Collection of Materials on the History of Animal Husbandry in China (1958) 

Yuan-Heng Therapeutic Treatise of Horses, Oxen and Camels (1963)



Science of Experiences (jingyan kexue 经验科学) and the cultural turn

TCVM and TCM are result of several thousand years of experience which in 
Maoist China were justified by the social epistemology of knowledge.  

In post-Maoist China the cultural turn has replaced the social epistemology, 
thereby reproducing Latour’s binaries that had been absent during the first 
three decades of the PRC 
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Mass Science (qunzhong kexue 群众科学) in 1950s

Conception and implementation of mass science assume an interaction 
between top-down dissemination of scientific knowledge and thinking and a 
bottom-up surge of knowledge production that is inspired by the former yet 
shows its own agency by contributing its knowledge originated from first-
hand, empirical experience. 

Most exemplarily: 1958 collection of Texts on Research of Mass Science 
(Qunzhong kexue yanjiu wenji 群众科学研究文集)



Mass Science during the Great Leap Forward 

Idea of mass science canonized in the Red Flag (Hongqi) by Zeng Xisheng 
曾希圣 in Talking about Foreign and Local Methods alike (Tan yangtu bingju 
谈洋⼟土并举, 1959) discussing the advantages of foreign and indigenous 
techniques of iron and steel production.



Knowledge and Science interrelated

Liu Xianzhou 刘仙洲 (vice-president of Qinghua University) stated in his 1959 

article “Science and Economic Production”:  

“The term science originally meant 'knowledge' in European languages. And 

knowledge comes from the practice of activities of production.” 

Aim: to valorize professional science by the notion of practice – the production 

of knowledge via practice and the practical use of knowledge – and by 

incorporating non-expert knowledge.



Inventing White Steel 

Rediscovering indigenous methods（土法）of production and technology dating from 
the pre-modern era for achieving the ideal of self-reliance (zili gengsheng 自力更生), 
as emphasized in Journal of Metallurgy 冶金报, Newsletter of Heavy Industry 重工业通
讯, and Steel and Iron 钢铁.  

“White steel” – to use ceramics to make machines and facilities – is an effort to resort 
to Chinese traditional craft, hence an indigenous technological innovation. 

An 1958 article in Science Pictorial, supported by pictures of products made from 
ceramics, such as ball bearings, pumps, and blast blowers for native blast furnace, 
claimed that the science of ceramics has developed to such a level that ceramic can 
be used in place of steel in some areas of machine-building. 



Inventing White Steel 

People's Daily reports: 

“The Chinese industry of ceramics which has had thousands of years of 

glorious history has now entered the new field of mechanical ceramics.” 

The pragmatic approach to technological innovation is a result of an 

epistemology of science which consciously did not see the dichotomy 

between traditional and modern, or foreign and indigenous, production 

techniques as relevant. 
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Luo, Xiu 罗修. 1988. Investigation Of Good and Bad Luck By Using Dwelling 

Fengshui. 



“Notification About Prohibition of Publishing Books Promoting Ignorant Superstitions” 

by the State Administration of Press and Publication (89) No. 338, 新聞出版署關於不得出

版宣揚愚昧迷信的圖書的通知 (89) 新出圖字第338號, 1989.04.12.

“Publishing houses should not publish books that 
promote superstitions but contravene sciences, such 
as physiognomy, fate calculation, and Fengshui. 
Scholarly works that truly investigate popular 
customs and culture but concern similar contents can 
be published…” 



“Research of Fengshui Theory.” 1989. Journal of Tianjin University 

(Supplement: Architecture Study). 



Wang, Qiheng 王其亨 (Ed.). 1992. Research of Fengshui Theory 風水理論研究, 

Tianjin: Tianjin University Press. 



Wang Yude 王玉德. 1991. The Mysterious Fengshui – Research on the 

Traditional method of Qualifying the Earth 神秘的風水 – 傳統相地術研究. 

Nanning: Guangxi People’s Press. 



He, Xiaoxin 何曉昕. 1990. The Source of Fengshui 風水探源. Nanjing: Southeast University Press. 
 



Yu, Xixian 于希贤. 1990. “A Tentative Exploration 
of The Origin and Development of the Chinese 
Fengshui Geography中國風水地理的起源與發展
初探.” Chinese Historical Geography中國歷史地
理論叢 4: 83-95. 

Yu, Xixian. 1992. “Research on Fengshui and 
the Site Selection and Arrangment of the City 
Moscow風水觀與莫斯科城的選址佈局研究”. 
Economic Geography經濟地理, 12 (3): 80-84. 



Ruo, Wu 若無. 1990. “Fengshui – Landscape Design 風水－環境的設計.” Time 

Architecture 時代建築 2: 33-36, 23. 

“總括起來，有如下一些重要原則。一，座（坐）北朝南，面迎陽光。二，背依大山或丘陵，左
右兩側有小丘陵。三，靠近河流和水塘，但忌諱背水” Generally speaking, [Fengshui] contains 

following important principles. First, sit in the North and look toward the South, facing the 
sunshine; Second, lean on big mountains or hills with smaller hills on both left and right sides; 
Third, be close to rivers and pools, but avoid rivers in the back.  

“實際上，中國的風水就是尋找適於建造建築的用地－’明堂’和’龍脈’.” Actually  Chinese Fengshui 
is the search for the sites that are suitable for building architectures --  the “bright hall” and the 
“dragon vein.  

“風水實際上是：地理學，天氣學，生態學，景觀學，規劃學和建築學的一種綜合的自然科學.  
Fengshui is in deed a comprehensive natural science containing geography, meteorology, 
biography, landscape study, study of planning, and architecture.  



Mao, Tse-tung 毛泽东. [1937]  1967. “On Practice 實踐論.” Selected Works of 

Mao Tse-tung, Vol. 1. Beijing: Foreign Languages Press. P. 303-304. 

“Fully to reflect a thing in its totality, to reflect its essence, to reflect its inherent laws, 
it is necessary through the exercise of thought to reconstruct the rich data of sense 
perception, discarding the dross and selecting the essential, eliminating the false 
and retaining the true, proceeding from the one to the other and from the outside to 
the inside, in order to form a system of concepts and theories -- it is necessary to 
make a leap from perceptual to rational knowledge [... ] Whatever has been 
scientifically reconstructed in the process of cognition, on the basis of practice, 
reflects objective reality, as Lenin said, more deeply, more truly, more fully [...] 
Rational knowledge depends upon perceptual knowledge and perceptual knowledge 
remains to be developed into rational knowledge ⎯ this is the dialectical-materialist 
theory of knowledge  [...] If the dialectical-materialist 



movement of knowledge were to stop at rational knowledge, only half the problem 
would be dealt with. And as far as Marxist philosophy is concerned, only the less 
important half at that. Marxist philosophy holds that the most important problem 
does not lie in understanding the laws of the objective world and thus being able to 
explain it, but in applying the knowledge of these laws actively to change the world 
[… ] The knowledge which grasps the laws of the world, must be redirected to the 
practice of changing the world, must be applied anew in the practice of production, 
in the practice of revolutionary class struggle and revolutionary national struggle 
and in the practice of scientific experiment. This is the process of testing and 
developing theory, the continuation of the whole process of cognition. ”  
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Some Terms 

Western Veterinarian Medicine WVM 
xishouyi 西兽医, shouyi 兽医 

Chinese Veterinarian Medicine CVM 
jiuyi 旧医, zhongshouyi 中兽医, minjianshouyi 民间兽
医, zuguo shouyi 祖国兽医 

(zhongshouyi (ren)yuan 中兽医（人）员)
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Government Directives 
1956  
Guowuyuan guanyu jiaqiang minjianshouyi gongzuo 
de zhishi 国务院关于加强民间兽医工作的指示 

1959  
Nongyebu guanyu zhongshouyi „caifeng“ he bianji 
zhongshouyi yaowuzhi de tongzhi 农业部关于中兽医
“采⻛风”和编辑中兽医药物志的通知 

1963  
Guowuyuan guanyu minjianshouyi gongzuo de 
queding 国务院关于民间兽医工作的决定
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Increase in Practitioners 

Gansu:  1949: 2.000 CVM practitioners 
  1956: 4.700 CVM practitioners 
  1959: 6.200 CVM practitioners
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Zhongshouyi zhenliao jingyan di er ji 中兽医诊疗经验第二集, 1958 
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Knowledge of the People: Recipes against glanders

Minjian shouyi yanfang di er ji 民间兽医验方第二集, 1959
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Tables of Content

Minjian shouyi yanfang di yi ji  民间兽医验方第一集, 1959



Glanders Biju 鼻疽 
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Xiaomie ma bijubing  

消灭⻢马鼻疽病,  

1956 



New veterinarian medicine  
Combination of Western and Chinese 
veterinarian medicine 

Xin shouyixue 新兽医学 

Zhongxi jiehe 中西结合  

Zhongxi tuanjie 中西团结
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Combinations today
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Veterinarian at Yeliu Ocean World, Taiwan 


